
Rise Above Self-imposed Limiting 
Beliefs And Discover The Power 
To Be The Author Of Your Life!

David B. Wolf, Ph.D., is the Author 
of Relationships That Work: The Power of
Conscious Living— How Transformative
Communication Can Change Your Life. 
He has been teaching
compassionate 
communication 
and breakthrough 
life principles for
more than 25 years.

Go To Satvatove.com To Order A Copy
Of "Relationships That Work: The
Power Of Conscious Living".

Learn More- Call Us At 386-418-8840
Or Visit www.satvatove.com

I N S T I T U T E

Transformative Communication 
& Self-Empowerment

ADVANCED SEMINAR
EXPERIENCE

Connect With 
What Is Vitally

Important To You,
Opening New
Possibilities 
For Greater

Accomplishments
And Joyfulness!

I N S T I T U T E

Contact Satvatove 
At 386-418-8840 And Speak To A
Course Counselor To Know What
Value Is Available For You In The
Advanced Seminar Experience!

For Course Dates Go To: 
www.satvatove.com/calendar
Scholarships, Group & Early Registration

Discounts Are Available

Limited Space Available! 
RESERVE YOUR SPACE In Advance!

100% SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED!

If you are not satisfied you can request in writing 
a refund of the tuition within 24 hours.

Visit Our Website To Receive Your Copy Of  
“The 7 Principles For Fulfilling Relationships”

CD, Presented By David B. Wolf, Ph.D 
Build Trust, Closeness And Intimacy, While Cultivating 

A Mood Of Wonder And Discovery! 

Through The Advanced Seminar
Experience You Will Realize Your

Strength, Ability, And 
Potential For Growth!

Your tuition includes an 
exciting 6-day course, course
material, lunch daily and a
1-hour post-seminar personal
coaching interview.
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Building on the groundwork of
Satvatove’s Foundational Life Skills
Course, Satvatove’s Advanced Seminar
Experience is an intensive, highly
experiential course that addresses life
issues in a substantial manner. 

In the Advanced Course participants explore real-life, 
practical applications and insights gained in the
Foundational Course. Students identify their most genuine
commitments and gain clarity and conviction to act on them.
In this program you engage in a hands-on discovery of what
it takes to align your life choices with your vision of the
future. You will open new possibilities for extraordinary
accomplishments devoid of past conditioning and limitations.

Discover The Keys To Your Personal Power
There are vast reserves of unused strengths, unexpressed creativity, and
unsung joy in each of us. This course offers the technology to bring this
out, to remove the self-imposed limitations and allow the genuine self to
shine. By bringing the ancient powers of self-realization into the modern
world, Satvatove facilitates you to connect with your essential self.

• Address Life Issues In An Honest & Meaningful Way

• Explore Your Heartfelt Commitments & Discover  
Clarity & Courage To Act On Them

• Experience Being Fully & Unconditionally Supported

• Transform Your Relationship With Fear

• Become Free Of Limiting Perspectives

What Advanced Course Participants Say About The Satvatove Experience:

Become The Person
You’ve Always
Wanted To Be!

The seminar is expertly organized without a dull
moment. The content allowed me to discover, face and
begin the removal of patterns of behavior which have sti-
fled my spontaneous spiritual and meditative processes.
Dr. Wolf creates a safe environment in which I could
explore my emotional needs and step out of my overly
analytical approach to life. By rising above a narrow
view of myself, I am able to relate more meaningfully 
to loved ones, colleagues and acquaintances. 
–Bob Cohen

Something woke up inside of me over these 6 days. I feel
like everything is integrating inside, my body/mind/spirit,
quite incredible. –Krista Brailey

I feel now as if I have dealt with internal blocks that
would otherwise have taken me years to overcome.
–Bram De Vreede

My son had been away for 10 days and returned home
last night. After we'd hugged hello, he looked me dead in
the eye and said, "The house feels different." “The
HOUSE feels different!!!”  If that's not a powerful testa-
ment to my Advanced Seminar experience, I don't know
what is. Thank you, thank you, thank you for your love
of people, dedication to service and willingness to push
me through the fire.  I am forever better. –Stacey Marsh

My Satvatove Advanced Seminar experience was simultaneously
very uplifting and grounding. I gained so much inner peace. Each
day of the seminar brought me to a higher level of consciousness. 
I realized that I had been living according to the belief systems of
others, rather than honoring my own inner knowledge. Since the
seminar I am more present with people in my life, and all my 
relationships have improved. In this seminar I got to shine light 
on aspects of my personality that I had forgotten, and qualities 
I didn’t know I could access. I am indebted to Satvatove for all
these gems of personal insight. –Celine Assouline

I have found your workshop choreography to be remarkably
releasing, empowering and rejuvenating to peoples’ ability to face
and heal the darkness, realize their potential way beyond their his-
tories, as well as to greatly increase the capacity to fully love and
be fully loved. I have never seen it’s equal and I have studied with
the best, with the inventors or those who studied with the inventors
of processes from rebirthing to EST, Gestalt, Rolfing, Somatics,
kundalini yoga, and other psychomeditative processes. I have
found your work to take people to just the right places. I am
impressed to see all that I have studied come alive in such a con-
centrated and devotional form. Previously, I have had the skillset,
heart and intuition available to help others crack their shells. But
never have I seen it done on such a large scale, with such depth
and breadth and in such a short time and such a grounded way.
–Ananda Goldstein-Damerla

With Thousands Of Self Help Courses
Available In Our Ever Growing
Conscious Society, What Makes
Satvatove Different?

With co-founder Marie Glasheen,
Dr. David Wolf masterfully weaves
his experience from social services,
psychology, and spirituality into a
uniquely integrated approach to

self-realization. With the support
and challenge of David’s and

Marie’s penetrating insight,
people directly perceive

and experience how they
have buried their joy,
fulfillment and prosperity

under the weight of survival
strategies and self-sabotaging

patterns. On the foundation of
such awareness, they facilitate

you to reclaim the wholeness 
of your being.

I definitely feel a change between the 
person I was walking in, and the person 
I am walking out. – Jay Weinstein

I have had one of the most beautiful experiences in all my life, in terms of deep
contact with myself, in terms of profound emotions, in terms of discovery about
myself and options for how to live my life fully. This seminar is something of real
value for those who want a real change in their life. –Antonio Pieri 

Obstacles are those frightful things you see
when you take your eyes off your goal."
–Henry Ford.

You gain strength, courage, and confidence by every experience in which you really stop to look
fear in the face. You must do the thing which you think you cannot do. –Eleanor Roosevelt

Through Personal Attention Achieve 
Excellence In All Areas Of Your Life!
In a safe, unconditionally loving space I quickly felt comfortable surrendering my outside ego,
defenses and masks of unconscious living, welcoming day by day, layer by layer, a relationship 
of connecting with my true, highest self. –Lisa Wilson
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